Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a basic field k and T a right A-module satisfying the following three conditions:
(A, T, B) there exists always a stable equivalence Y: mo$-that the restriction of Y to the torsion class ? coincide quivalence Y is a generalization of S: which was introduced by one of the authors [ 111 for a trivial extension of a pathalgebra of an oriented tree Q and a reflection functor S: with respect to sink vertex of Q. And it is to be noted that Assem and Iwanaga [I ] , an akamatsu [IS] also proved the existence of such stable equivalence for the following special cases, respectively, (1% = A K DA is of finite representation type, (2) Horn, (T, -) is a partial coxeter functor in the sense of Auslande:rPlatzeck-Reiten [4] .
Here it is not too much to say that our theorem is fairly general because it needs no restriction for the representation type of A and the torsion theories induced by T. Even in the case where A and hence R are of infinite representation type ,Y teaches us concretely not only between many connected components of Auslanderand S but also the correspondence of (stable) bomomorp~isms between indecomposable modules which belong not necessarily to the same connected component of Auslander-Reiten quivers (cf. Examples in Sect. 3). Our proof is also available to artin algebras provided we replace omk( -) k) by Hom,( -, E(C/rad C)) where C are centers of as and E(C/rad C) are injective envelopes of cCjrad C. In Section I we shall introduce the notion of torsion resolutions of A-modules and using them we shall define the stable fun&or 9. The proof for 9 to be stable equivalence is reduced to the proofs of the commutativities of great many diagrams and will be given in Section 2.
e give remarks and examples in which A anderReiten qui and S, and correspondences defined by omA(T, -fs Ext,(T, -) arm 9 will be explicitly given.
7?hroughout this paper unless otherwise specific modules are unital finitely generated right modules, but homomorphisms operate from the left hand. [X, Y], denotes Horn, (X, Y) for A-modules X and Ye
TORSION RESOLUTIONS AND STABLE ExTmsno~s
Let (B, T> A) be a tilting triple. For the definition see ~~trod~~t~o~. Let (F-, .9), (3, g ) be the corresponding torsion theories in mod-A an mod-8 That is, T, is a tilting module, B = En T, and A=End BT; ~==(X~mod-AiExt~(T,X)=O)=Gen (T,) and P= {XEmod-AIHom,(T,X)=O}=Cog(r,(T)), where zA = D Tr is the Auslander-Reiten translation, and Gen( TA) (resp. Cog(r, (7')) is a subcategory of mod-A consist of all modules which are homomorphic images (resp. submodules) of direct sums (resp. products) of copies of T, (resp. zA (T)); For any A-module X there is an exact sequence
such that V(X) E y, T(X) = P 0 T E add-T, where P is a projective cover of right B-module Exta (T, X).
ProoJ: For XE y we can take V(X) = X and T(X) = 0. Hence we divide the proof into the following two cases:
(i) Let X belong to 9. Take the projective cover P +p Exti(T, X) of Exth (T, X) and denote Ker p by K.
However Torf(ExtL (T, X), T) N X and Ext;(T, X)@T=O for XE 5.
So we can take K@ T and PO T as V(X) and T(X), respectively.
(ii) Let X be an A-module which is not necessarily torsion free. Let us consider the exact sequence 0 + t(x) --f x -+ X/t(X) + 0 TILTING FUNCTOR AND STABLE EQUIVALENCE as an element of Exta(X/t(X), t(X)), where t(X) is the torsion part of X with respect to (F, 9) . y (i) there is an exact sequence 0 4 X/t(X) -+ V(X/t(X), -+ T(Xh(X)) 4 0 with Y(X//I(X)) E F and T(X/t(X)) E add-T. Applying Extf, (-, t(X)) we have an isomorphism 8: Extj, (V(X/t(X)), t(X)) + Extb (X/r(X), c(X)) because Exti (T(X/t(X)), l(X)) = and Exti (T(X/t(X)), t(X)) = 0. Thus we have the following commutative diagram 0 0
where the first column is considered as E and the second column is considered as 6-l(E). Now from t(X), V(X/t(X)) E F it follows VE 5-and T' N T(X/t(X)) E add-T. Because T(X/t(X))r PO T where P is the projective cover of Extf, (T, X/t(X)), but Exti (T, X), N Exta (T, X/t(X)),. This completes the proof. 
Here it is to be noted that +Extf,(T,X)+O is commutative and Horn, (T, kh) is an isomorphism, for by Lemma 1.1 rows are the projective covers of Exta (T, X). However Horn, (T, -) gives an equivalence between r and g. Thus kh and gf are isomorphisms and we can conclude our proof by a routine calculation.
Dually for YE B-mod we shall call an exact sequence O+W+V'-+Y+O a torsion free resolution if V' E g and IV' E add-DT, (2) Y is always a stable equivalence.
Now it needs to introduce several notations: For G-algebras E and F2 and an E-F-bimodule U and an F-E-bimodul V we denote by qk the m mo&E~W3wt+(t-+w@t)~[U,, WOEUF]Emod-E and by ~5 map: mod-F3 [ V,, Z,] 0 F V, 3 h @ t H h(t) E Z E mod-E. In the case Y= B T, we abbreviate y; and E; to q,%, and Ed, respectively.
We use also isomorphisms 6, : A DT@ B T, -+ D Horn, (7, T) = DA and 6,: T@ ,DT-+ D Hom,(T, T) = DB, and sometimes we identify DTO T (resp. T@DT) with DA (resp. DB) by 6, (resp. 6,).
For a B-module W (resp. A-module Z) we can define an S-module 
Let (X, 4: X8 DA, +X,) be a right R-module and o-X"x V(X) Bx T(X)------+ 0 the minimal torsion resolution of a right A-module X. Since V(X) E.Y-, E,(,) : [T, V(X)] @ T+ V(X) is un isomorphism. We can define a B-homomorphism
by
. EV(',,QDT,~~@DT and denote Cok Qx by Y(X). Then it holds that
(1)
XODT is right S-module by -~ODT.XO6,ODT.XODTO6,': X@DT@DB+X@DT.
(2) Qx can be considered as an S-homomorphism:
is a torsion right A-module, then Y(X) 2 Horn, (T, X). (4) If X is a projective R-module, i.e., projective and injective R-module, then Y(X) is a projective S-module.
ProoJ: (1) It -follows by the equality
(-~ODT.XOG.ODT.XODTOS,') .((-~ODT.XO6.ODT.XODTO6,')0DB)
=(-4.
-c+~@DA.X@DA@~.)@DT.X@~.@DT@DB=O. Thus we have an S-homomorphism f *:
nw -+ 9(XI 12 though f * depends upon f V.
In the following we shall prove that fV is uniquely determined modulo morphisms which factor through projective S-modules. The proof is also a routine calculation.
Now we begin the proof of (X+@L +'[DT, <Y(X)]) = 0, that is,
At first we introduce the following diagrams (2) and (3) in order to confirm the definitions of 0 = (0,) 0,) and d and further to see the squares and triangulars for which we need to prove the commutativity
denote [DA, [T, V(X)] 0 T], [DA, [T, PO@ DA] 0 T], [T, V(X)@ T] and [T, PO0
DA] @ T, respectively, and each 0 means the abbreviation of a corresponding module. This completes the proof of (X-+@ L +' [DT, 9(X)1)=0.
TILTING FUNCTOR AND STABLE EQUWALENCE
Since is an S-homomorphism, $y = 0. Then from the diagrams (2) and (3) it follows that (P,@DA--+02L+d
[DT, Y(X)])=@ Now it remains to prove that (P, +@* L +d CDT, Y(X)]) = 0. Looking at diagrams (2) and (3) But by the snake lemma there is 6 E Horn, (P,, Ker p',) such that fvu-cx'f?=ay kerp', 6 and hence So we can use I+ ker pi 6 in place of 5 Thus we may assume at the beginning that it holds
Then we can check commutativity for each square of the following diagram However, it follows from the property of the rni~~~a~ torsion res~~~t~~~s and the definition off,. This completes the proof of T'neorem 1.4.
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REMARKS AND EXAMPLES
There are several applications of Theorem 1.4 for which we can refer to [13] and [15] .
In connection with Nakayama's conjecture on dominant dimension of algebras [IO] one of the author [ 111 proposed a conjecture on self-extensions that for a right module M over a sellinjective algebra R, M is projective if Ext", (M, M) = 0 for all positive integers II. Recently Hoshino [9] proved the conjecture is true for modules over trivial extensions A K DA of hereditary algebras A.
On the other hand as a consequence of Theorem 1.4 we have In order to show some examples, it is necessary to explain our convension concerning the expression of modules. Let k be a field and A an algebra over k defined by a quiver Q and an ideal I of the path algebra kQ, i.e., A = kQ/I. We denote by Q, and Qi the sets of vertices and arrows of the quiver Q respectively. Let ei be the primitive idempotent of A corresponding to a vertex i E QO. In practice, we simply denote the vertex VP) by i an in the case where there is only one arrow from v, (0 to vi", we usually it the arrow an write i over j in order to point out the existence of t vp) EXAMPLE 1. Let A be an algebra defined by the following quiver and relation over k; 2 (quiver) a P A (relation) /3Ct=O. Hence so is T(A) = A K DA and there exist many connected components of rrCa) and rTCB). Therefore we show only connected components in which indecomposable A or B-modules appear as their vertices. In Fig. 1 by ry&, we denote a connected component of rTiA) which contains a simple torsion free A-module 3 and we can @beck 9(l)rf2,,,, Extj, (T, -), where sZTCB) elk (cf. [15] ).
In In Fig. 2 we show other two connected components of rrCaJ and r TCB) which contain the remaining A and B-modules. Of course it holds that Hom. ali connected components of rTCA) and TTCBI such that in each of them at least an indecomposable projective T(A) or ~~~)-rnod~~e appears as a vertex.
